
Thread Lines: Splendor™, Spotlite™ (Seasons only)

Display Dimensions: 50cm W x 70cm H x 20cm D 
    (19.7” W × 27.6” H × 7.9” D)

Holds: 9 colour sets with 5 packs per colour for a total of 
 45 packs.

Spool Size: 150m (164yd)

Theme/Harmony/Seasons Packs:

These customized thread sets each contain 10 Splendor™ spools in 
a variety of themed motifs. Find the perfect selection of colours 
to make any project from a Christmas quilt, to a baby blanket, to 
an embroidered table cloth celebrating the new season; Theme 
Packs are an easy way to get the threads you need in one 
convenient set! The Theme and Harmony packs are both available 
in 9 colour sets and the Variegated packs are available in 3 

include 2-3 spools of Spotlite™ metallic thread in some packs.Applications:

Machine embroidery, quilting built-in decorative stitches, 
machine quilting, rough edge appliqué, serging.

Lightweight and sturdy, this wire rack is designed to sit on a counter 
while allowing for easy access for customers. The display holds 5 
packs each of 9 colour sets.
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Splendor™ is a 40wt rayon thread that has a luxuriously soft and silky finish, 
giving your projects a glorious sheen and drapability. This versatile thread can be 
used for machine embroidery, quilting, thread painting, and any kind of 
decorative stitching. It works well for embroidering on clothing, towels, or other 
items that frequently need to go into the washing machine because it’s 
colourfast, keeping your projects looking beautiful! The thread is also able to run 
at up to 1000spm with domestic and longarm machines so you can get your 
projects finished even quicker.

Theme Packs
Colour Sets: 9

Each Pack Holds: 10 spools of solid Splendor™

Variegated Packs
Colour Sets: 3

Each Pack Holds: 10 spools of variegated Splendor™

Harmony Packs
Colour Sets: 9

Each Pack Holds: 10 spools of solid & variegated Splendor™

Seasons Packs
Colour Sets: 8

Each Pack Holds: 10 total spools of solid & variegated 
 Splendor™ and Spotlite™
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